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Looking for Bruce Conner Kevin Hatch 2012 In a career that spanned ﬁve decades, most of them spent in
San Francisco, Bruce Conner (1933--2008) produced a unique body of work that refused to be contained
by medium or style. Whether making found-footage ﬁlms, hallucinatory ink-blot graphics, enigmatic
collages, or assemblages from castoﬀs, Conner took up genres as quickly as he abandoned them. His
movements within San Francisco's counter-cultural scenes were similarly free-wheeling; at home in beat
poetry, punk music, and underground ﬁlm circles, he never completely belonged to any of them. Bruce
Conner belonged to Bruce Conner. Twice he announced his own death; during the last years of his life he
produced a series of pseudonymous works after announcing his "retirement." In this ﬁrst book-length
study of Conner's enormously inﬂuential but insuﬃciently understood career, Kevin Hatch explores
Conner's work as well as his position on the geographical, cultural, and critical margins. Hatch ﬁnds a set
of abiding concerns that inform Conner's wide-ranging works and changing personas. A deep anxiety
pervades the work, reﬂecting a struggle between private, unknowable, interior experience and a
duplicitous world of received images and false appearances. The profane and the sacred, the comic and
the tragic, the enigmatic and the universal: each of these antinomies is pushed to the breaking point in
Conner's work. Generously illustrated with many color images of Conner's works, Looking for Bruce
Conner proceeds in roughly chronological fashion, from Conner's notorious assemblages ( BLACK DAHLIA
and RATBASTARD among them) through his experimental ﬁlms (populated by images from what Conner
called "the tremendous, fantastic movies going in my head from all the scenes I'd seen"), his little-known
graphic work, and his collage and inkblot drawings.
Tyrant Memory Horacio Castellanos Moya 2011-06-29 With pitch-perfect, pitch-black humor, this saga
refracts through one family's struggles a whole country's nightmare. The tyrant of the book is the actual
pro-Nazi mystic Maximiliano Hernández Martínez, known as the Warlock, who came to power in El
Salvador in 1932. An attempted coup in April of 1944 failed, but a general strike in May ﬁnally forced him
out of oﬃce. The book takes place during that tumultuous month between the coup and the strike. With
her husband a political prisoner and her son ﬂeeing for his life, wealthy Haydée Aragon takes matters
into her own hands. Events ricochet from one near-disaster to the next.--Publisher's description.
Words With Power Northrop Frye 2008-08-09 Words with Power is the crowning achievement of the
latter half of Northrop Frye's career. Portions of the work can be found in Frye's notebooks as far back as
the mid-1960s when he had just ﬁnished Anatomy of Criticism, and he completed the book shortly before
his death in 1991. Beyond summing up his ideas about the relation of the Bible to Western culture, Words
with Power boldly confronts a host of questions ranging from the relationship between literature and
ideology to the real meaning of words like 'spirit' and 'faith.' The ﬁrst half of the 'double mirror' structure
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looks at the language in which the Bible is written, arguing that it is identical to that of myth and
metaphor. Frye suggests, therefore, that given this characteristic, the Bible should be read imaginatively
rather than historically or doctrinally. However, he is also careful to point out the ways in which the Bible
is more than a conventional work of ﬁction. The second half is an astonishing tour de force in which Frye
demonstrates how both the Bible and literature revolve around four primary concerns of human life. This
edition goes beyond the original in its documentation of Frye's dazzlingly encyclopedic range of
reference. Profound and searching, Words with Power is perhaps the most daring book of Frye's career
and one of the most exciting.
Life With Lacan Catherine Millot 2018-05-01 ‘There was a time when I felt that I had grasped Lacan’s
essential being from within – that I had gained, as it were, an apperception of his relation to the world, a
mysterious access to that intimate place from which sprang his relation to people and things, and even to
himself. It was as if I had slipped within him.’ In this short book, Catherine Millot oﬀers a richly evocative
reﬂection on her life as analysand and lover of the greatest psychoanalyst since Freud. Dwelling on their
time together in Paris and in Lacan’s country house in Guitrancourt, as well as describing their many
travels, Millot provides unparalleled insights into Lacan’s character as well as his encounters with other
major European thinkers of the time. She also sheds new light on key themes, including Lacan’s
obsession with the Borromean knot and gradual descent into silence, all enlivened by her unique
perspective. This beautifully written memoir, awarded the André Gide Prize for Literature, will be of
interest to anyone wishing to understand the life and character of a thinker who continues to exert a
wide inﬂuence in psychoanalysis and across the humanities and social sciences.
Fichero bibliográﬁco hispanoamericano 1989
Northrop Frye on Myth Ford Russell 2021-12-13 Nortrop Frye diﬀered from other theorists of myth in
tracing all of the major literary genres--romance, comedy, satire, not just tragedy--to myth and ritual.
This volume is the most thorough presentation of his thinking on the subject.
Jerusalem William Blake 1904
The Oxford Book of American Poetry David Lehman 2006 Redeﬁnes the great canon of American
poetry from its origins in the 17th century right up to the present.
Mandala Symbolism C. G. Jung 2017-03-14 Contents: Mandalas. I. A Study in the Process of
Individuation. II. Concerning Mandala Symbolism Index Originally published in 1972. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
Welcome to Painterland Anastasia Aukeman 2016-08-09 The Rat Bastard Protective Association was
an inﬂammatory, close-knit community of artists who lived and worked in a building they dubbed
Painterland in the Fillmore neighborhood of midcentury San Francisco. The artists who counted
themselves among the Rat Bastards—which included Joan Brown, Bruce Conner, Jay DeFeo, Wally
Hedrick, Michael McClure, and Manuel Neri—exhibited a unique fusion of radicalism, provocation, and
community. Geographically isolated from a viable art market and refusing to conform to institutional
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expectations, they animated broader social and artistic discussions through their work and became a
transformative part of American culture over time. Anastasia Aukeman presents new and little-known
archival material in this authorized account of these artists and their circle, a colorful cultural milieu that
intersected with the broader Beat scene.
The Art of Assemblage William Chapin Seitz 1961 "Assemblage art consists of making threedimensional or two-dimensional artistic compositions by putting together found-objects."--Boundless.
A Fine Romance David Lehman 2009-10-06 In A Fine Romance, David Lehman looks at the formation of
the American songbook—the timeless numbers that became jazz standards, iconic love songs, and sound
tracks to famous movies—and explores the extraordinary fact that this songbook was written almost
exclusively by Jews. An acclaimed poet, editor, and cultural critic, David Lehman hears America
singing—with a Yiddish accent. He guides us through America in the golden age of song, when
“Embraceable You,” “White Christmas,” “Easter Parade,” “Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered,” “Can’t
Help Lovin’ Dat Man,” “My Romance,” “Cheek to Cheek,” “Stormy Weather,” and countless others
became nothing less than the American sound track. The stories behind these songs, the shows from
which many of them came, and the shows from which many of them came, and the composers and
lyricists who wrote them give voice to a speciﬁcally American saga of love, longing, assimilation, and
transformation. Lehman’s analytical skills, wit, and exuberance infuse this book with an energy and a
tone like no other: at once sharply observant, personally searching, and attuned to the songs that all of
us love. He helps us understand how natural it should be that Wizard of Oz composer Harold Arlen was
the son of a cantor who incorporated “Over the Rainbow” into his Sabbath liturgy, and why Cole
Porter—the rare non-Jew in this pantheon of musicians who wrote these classic songs shaped America
even as America was shaping them. (Part of the Jewish Encounter series)
Northrop Frye's Notebooks on Renaissance Literature Northrop Frye 2006 Michael Dolzani divides
these notes into three categories: those on Spenser and the epic tradition; those on Shakespearean
drama and, more widely, the dramatic tradition from Old Comedy to the masque; and those on lyric
poetry and non-ﬁction prose.
After the New Criticism Frank Lentricchia 2018-12-14 This work is the ﬁrst history and evaluation of
contemporary American critical theory within its European philosophical contexts. In the ﬁrst part, Frank
Lentricchia analyzes the impact on our critical thought of Frye, Stevens, Kermode, Sartre, Poulet,
Heidegger, Sussure, Barthes, Lévi-Strauss, Derrida, and Foucault, among other, less central ﬁgures. In a
second part, Lentricchia turns to four exemplary theorists on the American scene—Murray Krieger, E. D.
Hirsch, Jr., Paul de Man, and Harold Bloom—and an analysis of their careers within the lineage
established in part one. Lentricchia's critical intention is in evidence in his sustained attack on the more
or less hidden formalist premises inherited from the New Critical fathers. Even in the name of historical
consciousness, he contends, contemporary theorists have often cut literature oﬀ from social and
temporal processes. By so doing he believes that they have deprived literature of its relevant values and
turned the teaching of both literature and theory into a rareﬁed activity. All along the way, with the help
of such diverse thinkers as Saussure, Barthes, Foucault, Derrida, and Bloom, Lentricchia indicates a
strategy by which future critical theorists may resist the mandarin attitudes of their fathers.
Lo oculto Colin Wilson 1974
Los hijos de Nobodaddy Arno Schmidt 2019-06-05 Una de las más cáusticas y certeras
representaciones de los penosos efectos secundarios de la Segunda Guerra Mundial en la vida cotidiana.
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Cargado de un sarcasmo feroz y una aguda observación de la realidad, este tríptico disecciona la vida en
la Alemania durante la era nazi y los años de la posguerra, hasta llegar a un futuro apocalíptico.
Momentos de la vida de un fauno detalla las cuitas de un oﬁcinista que escapa de la banalidad que lo
rodea investigando las hazañas de un desertor de las guerras napoleónicas. El brezal de Brand se centra
en el caos de la posguerra y sigue las andanzas de un escritor que, tras salir de un campo de prisioneros,
se integra en la pequeña aldea donde vivió el romántico Fouqué en pos de una nueva vida. Finalmente,
Espejos negros nos sitúa en un futuro donde la civilización ha sido prácticamente destruida; el narrador,
solo durante años en ciudades llenas decadáveres, teme ser el último hombre en la Tierra hasta que un
descubrimiento despierta en él nuevos temores. Arno Schmidt (1914-1979) es, junto con Heinrich Böll y
Günter Grass, uno de los más importantes escritores de la Alemania de posguerra, quizá el más
transgresor e innovador. Ocupa un lugar eminente en la historia de la sátira y la «comedia cruel», en la
tradición de Rabelais, Swift y Joyce. Traducción de Luis Alberto Bixio, Fernando Aramburu, Guillermo Piro
y Florian von Hoyer Reseña: «Un verdadero poeta.» Hermann Hesse
Turia 2013
Libros en venta en Hispanoamérica y España 1993
Neoliberalism And Education In The Americas Adriana Puiggrós 2019-03-13 This book, a trenchant
analysis of schooling within the capitalist world system, where educational reforms are directed to the
satisfaction of the business community, military industrial complex, and corporate sector, is a work
combating injustice and authoritarianism prevalent in the Americas.
Iron John Robert Bly 2020 "In this timeless and deeply learned classic, poet and translator Robert Bly
oﬀers nothing less than a new vision of what it means to be a man. Bly's vision is based on his ongoing
work with men, as well as on reﬂections on his own life. He addresses the devastating eﬀects of remote
fathers and mourns the disappearance of male initiation rites in our culture. Finding rich meaning in
ancient stories and legends, Bly uses the Grimm fairy tale "Iron John"--In which a mentor or "Wild Man"
guides a young man through eight stages of male growth-to remind us of ways of knowing long
forgotten, images of deep and vigorous masculinity centered in feeling and protective of the young. At
once down-to-earth and elevated, combining the grandeur of myth with the practical and often painful
lessons of our own histories, Iron John is an astonishing work that will continue to guide and inspire menand women-for years to come"-Maistre: Considerations on France Joseph de Maistre 1994-11-03 Inﬂuential conservative French text,
equivalent to Burke's Reﬂections on the Revolution in France.
Aﬄiction Russell Banks 1998-09-01 Wade Whitehouse, divorced, estranged from his young daughter,
spends his days as a well-driller, snow-plow operator, and policeman, his nights in a wind-swept trailer
park. But when a union boss is killed in an apparent hunting accident near Wade's home, and he is
convinced that it is murder, he seizes the event as a chance to right many wrongs - unaware that as he
unravels the mystery he himself will become unravelled. Soon his hunger for justice and self-respect
become inseparable from a desperate violence. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Double Vision Northrop Frye 1991-01-01 The Double Vision originated in lectures delivered at
Emmanuel College in the University of Toronto, the texts of which were revised and augmented.
The End Of Alice A.M. Homes 2012-10-23 From the 2013 Orange Prize–winning author of May We Be
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Forgiven. Only a work of such searing, meticulously controlled brilliance could provoke such a wide range
of visceral responses. Here is the incredible story of an imprisoned pedophile who is drawn into an
erotically charged correspondence with a nineteen-year-old suburban coed. As the two reveal—and revel
in—their obsessive desires, Homes creates in The End of Alice a novel that is part romance, part horror
story, at once unnerving and seductive.
Scenes from the Life of a Faun Arno Schmidt 2000-06
Secret Exhibition Rebecca Solnit 1991-06-01 Secret Exhibition chronicles a vital California art movement,
focusing on six artists – Wallace Bergman, Jess, Bruce Conner, Jay DeFeo, Wally Hendrick, and George
Herms – who broke new ground with provocative work, especially in assemblage and...
Looking Awry Slavoj Zizek 1992-09-08 Slavoj Žižek, a leading intellectual in the new social movements
that are sweeping Eastern Europe, provides a virtuoso reading of Jacques Lacan. Žižek inverts current
pedagogical strategies to explain the diﬃcult philosophical underpinnings of the French theoretician and
practician who revolutionized our view of psychoanalysis. He approaches Lacan through the motifs and
works of contemporary popular culture, from Hitchcock's Vertigo to Stephen King's Pet Sematary, from
McCullough's An Indecent Obsession to Romero's Return of the Living Dead—a strategy of "looking awry"
that recalls the exhilarating and vital experience of Lacan. Žižek discovers fundamental Lacanian
categories the triad Imaginary/Symbolic/Real, the object small a, the opposition of drive and desire, the
split subject—at work in horror ﬁction, in detective thrillers, in romances, in the mass media's perception
of ecological crisis, and, above all, in Alfred Hitchcock's ﬁlms. The playfulness of Žižek's text, however, is
entirely diﬀerent from that associated with the deconstructive approach made famous by Derrida. By
clarifying what Lacan is saying as well as what he is not saying, Žižek is uniquely able to distinguish
Lacan from the poststructuralists who so often claim him.
The San Francisco Dancers' Workshop Anna Halprin 1977
Dance With Snakes Horatio Castellanos Moya 2000-10-15 As El Salvador returns to peace after more
than a decade of civil war, Eduardo Sosa, an unemployed sociologist, becomes fascinated by a homeless
man who lives in a beat-up yellow Chevrolet Assuming his identity, Sosa unleashes a reign of terror on
San Salvador with his snake accomplices. A macabre high-speed romp, in which violence and comedy
become almost indistinguishable.
The Occult Colin Wilson 2015-05-17 "The author of THE OUTSIDER has written a fascinating history of
magic through the centuries." —The Washington Post "This most interesting, informative and thoughtprovoking book on the subject I have read..." —Arthur Calder-Marshall, The Sunday Telegraph Colin
Wilson’s bestselling classic is an essential guide to the mind-expanding experiences and discoveries of
the occult in the 20th century. He has produced a wonderfully skillful synthesis of the available
material—one that sees the occult in the light of reason and reason in the light of the mystical and
paranormal. The result is a wide-ranging survey of the subject that provides a comprehensive history of
magic, an insightful exploration of our latent powers, and a journey of enlightenment.
FOR THE SEXES: THE GATES OF PARADISE William Blake 2017-12-06 The Gates of Paradise, were
ﬁrst published in a limited run in 1793, Blake later changed the title to For the Sexes: The Gates of
Paradise, and added several more drawings as well as a preface and concluding verse, publishing this
version in 1818. The seventeen emblematic drawings and their commentaries depict the life of man from
birth to death: passage through the four elements (water, earth, wind and ﬁre), hatching as a child from
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the "mundane shell," encountering women, reaching for the moon of love ("I want, I want"), falling into
Time's Ocean. After several other episodes he ﬁnally arrives at the death's door with Job's words: "I have
said to the Worm: Thou art my mother and my sister." There a female ﬁgure is "Weaving to Dreams the
Sexual strife, And Weeping over the Web of Life." William Blake (1757 – 1827) was a British poet, painter,
visionary mystic, and engraver, who illustrated and printed his own books. Blake proclaimed the
supremacy of the imagination over the rationalism and materialism of the 18th-century. Largely
unrecognised during his lifetime, Blake is now considered a seminal ﬁgure in the history of both the
poetry and visual arts of the Romantic Age.
Event Power Chris Rojek 2013-02-21 “Rojek’s argument is a psychological one, although his message is
political: global events build on people’s needs to feel empowered and jointly engaged in the pursuit of a
higher purpose; they allow a break from daily routines, provide an illusion of intimacy and social
membership, and create a sense of self-validation and personal gratiﬁcation. In short, participation in
such events makes us feel good. At the same time, the real eﬀect of global events seems to be the
maintenance of global inequality and social injustice, as well as huge proﬁts for the organizations
involved in planning, commercializing and securing these happenings. In sketching out this palliative
function of global events from the perspective of people’s needs on the one hand, and unveiling their
puppet masters backstage on the other, Rojek’s book presents a compelling account of the role of
organized events in modern society." - Organization Studies Events dominate our screens, our lives, and
increasingly global geopolitics. Analysis of events and their management has remained rooted in leisure
and management studies - until now. This break-through book provides an introduction to event
management, while also situating events in questions of power and social control. Rojek powerfully
argues that events are essential elements in corporate-state partnerships of 'invisible government' that
have revived the romance of charity as to form illusory communities, while cloaking power imbalances
and social inequalities. Events are moving politics from the old idea of 'the personal is political' to the
new, more seductive notion that 'representation is resistance'. Wielding rich case studies from the World
Cup and the Olympics to Live Aid, Burning Man and Mardi Gras, Rojek presents a dazzlingly original
account of communication power, social ordering and control. It is essential reading in media &
communication studies and across the social sciences.
A Dazzling Birthday! (Butterbean’s Café) Nickelodeon Publishing 2020-01-18 Boys and girls ages 3 to 7
will love this storybook starring Butterbean and her friends from Nickelodeon's Butterbean's Cafe.
Butterbean, Cricket, and Poppy plan a wonderful birthday surprise party for their friend Dazzle. But when
they hide the party too well, Dazzle believes her friends have forgotten her special day and runs away!
It's up to Butterbean to ﬁnd Dazzle and celebrate her birthday with sparkles, surprises, and best of all-friends! This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
After Theory Terry Eagleton 2004-08-26 The golden age of cultural theory (the product of a decade and a
half, from 1965 to 1980) is long past. We are living now in its aftermath, in an age which, having grown
rich in the insights of thinkers like Althusser, Barthes and Derrida, has also moved beyond them. What
kind of new, fresh thinking does this new era demand? Eagleton concludes that cultural theory must start
thinking ambitiously again - not so that it can hand the West its legitimation, but so that it can seek to
make sense of the grand narratives in which it is now embroiled.
The Story of X A.J. Molloy 2012-12-11 A darkly seductive and passionate tale of secret societies,
elaborate rites and sexual experimentation, in the tradition of the captivating classic Story of O and
Kubrick’s ﬁlm Eyes Wide Shut. Shy American student Alexandra Beckmann—‘X’ to her friends—arrives in
Naples desperate for adventures beyond the sheltered life she has led. She is there to study the
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Camorra, an infamous Italian crime organization. But in the sun-soaked, ancient city streets, her research
leads her to a man like no one else she has ever met. Irresistibly handsome, Lord Marcus Roscarrick is an
Italian aristocrat with a mysterious past. Yet, underneath his reﬁned exterior, X senses a man who is wellacquainted with danger. Soon they begin a passionate aﬀair, and X is drawn into Roscarrick’s world—a
world she never dreamed existed. But as she falls ever more deeply under Roscarrick’s spell, X must
decide whether she dares to submit entirely to this shadowy realm of dark desire.
The Native Doctor A. J. Cronin 2016-01-14 Originally published in Ladies' Home Journal magazine (January
1960), THE NATIVE DOCTOR is A. J. Cronin's romantic and thrilling tale of Dr. Robert Murray and Nurse
Mary Benchley, who travel to a remote Caribbean island to care for a rich sugar planter while he recovers
from a serious operation. But Murray and Benchley discover that a wicked conspiracy is brewing against
the planter and that an imminent political coup is about to throw the island into turmoil. As they try to
escape with their lives, the attraction that blossoms between them gradually intensiﬁes to a "violent
sensation of delight."
Zac And Mia A. J. Betts 2014-09-02 “When I was little I believed in Jesus and Santa, spontaneous
combustion, and the Loch Ness monster. Now I believe in science, statistics, and antibiotics.” So says
seventeen-year-old Zac Meier during a long, grueling leukemia treatment in Perth, Australia. A loud blast
of Lady Gaga alerts him to the presence of Mia, the angry, not-at-all-stoic cancer patient in the room next
door. Once released, the two near-strangers can’t forget each other, even as they desperately try to
resume normal lives. The story of their mysterious connection drives this unﬂinchingly tough, tender
novel told in two voices.
A Discourse on the Love of Our Country Richard Price 1789
The Great Code Northrop Frye 2002 An examination of the inﬂuence of the Bible on Western art and
literature and on the Western creative imagination in general. Frye persuasively presents the Bible as a
unique text distinct from all other epics and sacred writings. “No one has set forth so clearly, so subtly, or
with such cogent energy as Frye the literary aspect of our biblical heritage” (New York Times Book
Review). Indices.
Materialism Terry Eagleton 2017-02-07 A brilliant introduction to the philosophical concept of materialism
and its relevance to contemporary science and culture In this eye-opening, intellectually stimulating
appreciation of a fascinating school of philosophy, Terry Eagleton makes a powerful argument that
materialism is at the center of today’s important scientiﬁc and cultural as well as philosophical debates.
The author reveals entirely fresh ways of considering the values and beliefs of three very diﬀerent
materialists—Marx, Nietzsche, and Wittgenstein—drawing striking comparisons between their
philosophies while reﬂecting on a wide array of topics, from ideology and history to language, ethics, and
the aesthetic. Cogently demonstrating how it is our bodies and corporeal activity that make thought and
consciousness possible, Eagleton’s book is a valuable exposition on philosophic thought that strikes to
the heart of how we think about ourselves and live in the world.
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